The technical report presents a generic exact solution approach for minimizing the project duration of the resource-constrained project scheduling problem with generalized precedences (Rcpsp/max). The approach uses lazy clause generation, i.e., a hybrid of finite domain and Boolean satisfiability solving, in order to apply nogood learning and conflict-driven search on the solution generation. Our experiments show the benefit of lazy clause generation for finding an optimal solutions and proving its optimality in comparison to other state-of-the-art exact and non-exact methods. The method is highly robust: it matched or bettered the best known results on all of the 2340 instances we examined except 3, according to the currently available data on the PSPLib. Of the 631 open instances in this set it closed 573 and improved the bounds of 51 of the remaining 58 instances.
Introduction
The Resource-constrained Project Scheduling Problem with generalized precedences (Rcpsp/max) 1 consists of scarce resources, activities and precedence constraints between pairs of activities. Each activity requires some units of resources during their execution. The aim is to build a schedule that obeys the resource and precedence constraints. Here, we concentrate on renewable resources (i.e., their supply is constant during the planning period), non-preemptive activities (i.e. once started their execution cannot be interrupted), and finding a schedule that minimizes the project duration (also called makespan). This problem is denoted as P S|temp|C max by Brucker et al. [8] and m, 1|gpr|C max by Herroelen et al. [16] . Bartusch et al. [5] show that the decision wether an instance is feasible or not is already NP-hard.
The Rcpsp/max problem is widely studied and some of its applications can be found in Bartusch et al. [5] . A problem instance consists of a set of resources, a set of activities, and a set of generalized precedences between activities. Each resource is characterized by its discrete capacity, and each activity by its discrete processing time (duration) and its resource requirements. Generalized precedences express relations of start-to-start, start-to-end, end-to-start, and end-to-end times between pairs of activities. All these relations can be formulated as start-to-start times precedence. Those precedences have the form S i + d ij ≤ S j where S i and S j are the start times of the activities i and j resp., and d ij is a discrete distance between them. If d ij is non-negative this imposes a minimal time lag, while if d ij is negative this imposes a maximal time lag between start times. Suppose we also have the generalized precedences s a + 2 ≤ s b (activity a ends before activity b starts), s b + 1 ≤ s c (activity b starts at least 1 time unit before activity c starts), s c − 6 ≤ s a (activity c can not start later than 6 time units after activity a starts), s d + 3 ≤ s e (activity d starts at least 3 time units before activity e starts), and s e − 3 ≤ s d (activity e can not start later than 3 time units after activity d starts). Note that the last two precedences express the relation s d + 3 = s e (activity d starts exactly 3 time units before activity e).
Let the planning horizon, in which all activities must be completed be 8. Figure 1 illustrates the precedence graph between the five tasks and source at the left (time 0) and sink at the right (time 8), as well as a potential solution to this problem, where a rectangle for activity i has width equal to its duration and height equal to its resource requirements.
2
To our knowledge the first exact method to tackle Rcpsp/max was proposed by Bartusch et al. [5] . They use a branch-and-bound algorithm to tackle the problem. Their branching is based on resolving (minimal) conflict sets 2 by the addition of precedence constraints breaking these sets. Later other branch-and-bound methods were developed which are based on the same idea (e.g. De Reyck and Herreolen [10] , Schwindt [29] , and Fest et al. [12] ). The results from Schwindt are the best published one for an exact method on the testset Sm so far.
Dorndorf et al. [11] use a time-oriented branch-and-bound combined with constraint propagation for precedence and resource constraints. In every branch one unscheduled and "eligible" activity is selected and its start time is assigned to the earliest point in time that does not violate any constraint regarding the current partial schedule. In the case of backtracking they apply dominance rules to fathom search space. As far as we can determine this exact approach outperforms other exact methods for Rcpsp/max on the CD benchmark set. Franck et al. [15] compare different solution methods on a benchmark set UBO with instances ranging from 10 to 1000 activities. Their methods are a truncated branch-andbound algorithms, filter-beam search, heuristics with priority rules, genetic algorithms and tabu search. All methods share a preprocessing step to determining feasibility or infeasibility. The preprocessing step decomposes the precedence network into strongly connected components (SCCs) (which are denoted "cyclic structures" in [15] ). The preprocessing then determines a solution or infeasibility for each SCC individually using constraint propagation and a destructive lower bound computation. Once a solution for all SCCs is determined a first solution can be deterministically generated for the original instance; otherwise infeasibility is proven.
Ballestín et al. [4] employ an evolutionary algorithm based on a serial generation scheme with unscheduling step. Their crossover operator is based on so called conglomerates, i.e. set of cycle structures and other activities which cannot move freely inside a schedule, it tries to keep the "good" conglomerates of the parents to their children. This is the best published local search method so far on the testsets UBO (up to instances with 100 activties) and CD.
Cesta at al. [9] propose a two layered heuristic that is based on a temporal precedence network and extension of this network by new temporal precedence in order to resolve minimal conflict sets. For guidance, constraint propagation algorithms are applied on the network. Their method is competitive on the benchmark set SM.
Oddi and Rasconi [23] apply a generic iterative search consisting of of a relaxation and flatting step based on temporal precedences which are used for resolving resource conflicts. In the first step some of the temporal precedences are removed from the problem and then in the second others added if a resource conflict exists. Their methods is evaluate on instances with 200 activities from the benchmark set UBO.
A special case of Rcpsp/max is the well-studied Resource-constrained Project Scheduling Problem (Rcpsp) where the precedence constraints S i + d ij ≤ S j express that the activity j must start after the end of i, i.e. d ij equals to the duration of i. In contrast to Rcpsp/max the decision variant of Rcpsp is polynomial solvable, but not its optimization variant which is NP-hard (Blazewicz et al. [7] ). The reason for this is the absence of maximal time lags, i.e. here activity executions can always be delayed until to a point in time where enough resource units are available without breaking any precedence constraints. That is not possible for Rcpsp/max.
The best exact methods for Rcpsp to our knowledge are our own [26, 27] and Horbach [17] . Both use advanced SAT technology in order to take advantage of its nogood learning facilities. Our methods [26, 27] are a generic approach based on the Lazy Clause Generation (LCG) [24] using the G12 Constraint Programming Platform [32] . Lazy clause generation is a hybrid of a finite domain and a Boolean satisfiability solver. Our approaches model the cumulative resource constraint either by decomposing into smaller primitive constraints, or by the creating a global cumulative propagator. The global propagation approach performs better as the size of the problem grows. In contrast to our methods Horbach's approach is a hand-tailored for Rcpsp, but similarly a hybrid with SAT solving. He uses a linear programming solver to determine activity schedules and hybridize with the SAT solver. Overall our global approach [27] is superior to Horbach's approach on Rcpsp.
In this paper we apply the same generic lazy clause generation approach to the more general problem of Rcpsp/max. Because the problems are more difficult than pure RCPSP we need to modify our approach in particular to prove feasibility/infeasibility We show that the approach to solving Rcpsp/max performs better than published methods so far, especially for improving a solution, once a solution is found, and proving optimality. We state the limitations of our current model and how to overcome them. We compare out approach to the best known approaches to Rcpsp/max on several benchmark suites accessible via the PSPLib [1].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an introduction to lazy clause generation. In Section 3 we present our basic model for Rcpsp/max and discuss some improvements to it. In Section 4 we discuss the various branch-and-bound procedures that we use to search for optimal solutions. In Section 5 we compare our algorithm to the best approaches we are aware of on 3 challenging benchmark suites. Finally in Section 6 we conclude.
Preliminaries
In this section we explain lazy clause generation by first introducing finite domain propagation and DPLL based SAT solving, and then explaining the hybrid approach. We discuss how the hybrid explains conflicts and briefly discuss how a cumulative propagator is extended to explain its propagations.
Finite Domain Propagation
Finite domain propagation (see e.g. [25] ) is a powerful approach to tackling combinatorial problems. A finite domain problem (C,D) consists of a set of constraints C over a set of variables V, a domain D which determine the finite set of possible values of each variable in V. A domain D is a complete mapping from V to finite sets of integers. Hence given domain D, then D(x) is the set of possible values that variable x can take. Let min D (x) = min(D(x)) and max
In this paper we will concentrate on domains where D(x) is a range for all x ∈ V. The initial domain is referred as D init . Let
For instance, all domains D that occur will be stronger than the initial domain, i.e. D D init .
A valuation θ is a mapping of variables to values, written {x 1 → d 1 , . . . , x n → d n }. We extend the valuation θ to map expressions or constraints involving the variables in the natural way. Let vars be the function that returns the set of variables appearing in an expression, constraint or valuation. In an abuse of notation, we define a valuation θ to be an element of a domain D, written θ ∈ D, if θ(v) ∈ D(v) for all v ∈ vars(θ). Define a valuation domain D as one where |D(v)| = 1, ∀v ∈ V. We can define the corresponding
Then a constraint c ∈ C is a set of valuations over vars(c) which give the allowable values for a set of variables. In FD solvers constraints are implemented by propagators. A propagator f implementing c is a monotonically decreasing function on domains such that for all domains D
Given a set of constraints C we assume a corresponding set of propagators F = {f | c ∈ C, f implements c}.
A propagation solver for a set of propagators F and current domain D, solv (F, D), repeatedly applies all the propagators in F starting from domain D until there is no further change in resulting domain.
Finite domain solving interleaves propagation with search decisions. Given a initial problem (C,D) where F are the propagators for the constraints C we first run the propagation solver D = solv (F, D). If this determines failure then the problem has no solution and we backtrack to visit the next unexplored choice. If D is a valuation domain we have determined a solution. Otherwise we pick a variable x ∈ V and split its domain D (x) into two disjoint parts
, v = x, whose solutions are the solutions of the original problem. We then recursively explore the first problem, and when we have shown it has no solutions we explore the second problem.
As defined above finite domain propagation is only applicable to satisfaction problems. Finite domain solvers solve optimization problems by mapping them to repeated satisfaction problems. Given an objective function o to minimize under constraints C with domain D, the finite domain solving approach first finds a solution θ to (C, D), and then finds a solution to (C ∪ {o ≤ θ(o)}, D), that is, the satisfaction problem of finding a better solution than previously founds. It repeats this process until a problem is reached with no solution, in which case the last found solution is optimal. If the process is halted before proving optimality, then the solving process just returns the last solution found as the best known.
Finite domain propagation is a powerful generic approach to solving combinatorial optimization problems. Its chief strengths are the ability to model problems at a very high level, and the use of global propagators, specialized propagation algorithms for important constraints.
Cumulative
Of particular interest to us in this work is the global cumulative constraint for cumulative resource scheduling.
The cumulative constraint introduced by Aggoun and Beldiceanu [3] in 1993 is a constraint with Zinc [20] The cumulative constraints represent cumulative resources with a constant capacity over the considered planning horizon applied to non-preemptive activities, i.e. if they are started they cannot be interrupted. Without loss of generality we assume that all values are integral and non-negative and there is a planning horizon t max which is the latest time any activity can finish. There are many propagation algorithms for cumulative, but the most widely used is based on timetable propagation [19] . An activity i has a compulsory part given domain Since activity b cannot be scheduled in parallel with activity a, and the earliest start time of activity b, 0, means that the activity cannot be scheduled before activity a we can reduce the domain of the start time for activity b to the singleton [ 3 .. 3 ] . This is illustrated in Figure 2 (b). The opposite holds for activity a that cannot be run after activity b, hence the domain of its start time shrinks to the singleton range [ Figure 2 (c). In this case the timetable propagation results in a final schedule in the right of Figure 1 . 2
Boolean Satisfiability
Let B be a set of Boolean variables. A literal l is Boolean variable b ∈ B or its negation ¬b. The negation of a literal ¬l is defined as ¬b if l = b and b if l ≡ ¬b. A clause C is a set of Boolean variables understood as a disjunction. Hence clause {l 1 , . . . , l n } is satisfied if at least one literal l i is true. An assignment A is a set of Boolean literals that does not include a variable and its negation, i.e. b ∈ B.{b, ¬b} ⊆ A. An assignment can be seen as a partial valuation on Boolean variables, {b → true |b ∈ A} ∪ {b → false |¬b ∈ A}. A theory T is a set of clauses. A SAT problem (T, A) consists of a set of clauses T and an assignment over (some of) the variables occuring in T . A Davis-Putnam-Loveland-Logemann (DPLL) SAT solver is a form of finite domain propation solver specialized for Boolean clauses. Each clause is propagated by so called unit propagation. Given an assignment A, unit propagation detects failure using clause C is such that {¬l | l ∈ C} ⊆ A, and unit propagation detects a new unit consequence l if C ≡ {l} ∪ C and {¬l | l ∈ C } ⊆ A, in which case it adds l to the current assignment A. Unit propagation continues until failure is detected, or no new unit consequences can be determined.
SAT solvers exhaustively apply unit propagation to the current assignment A to generate all the consequences possible A . They then choose an unfixed Boolean variable b and create two equivalent problem (T, A ∪ {b}), (T, A ∪ {¬b}) and recursively search these subproblems. The Boolean literals added to the assignment by choice are termed decision literals.
Modern DPLL based SAT solving is a powerful approach to solving combinatorial optimization problems because it records nogoods that prevent the search from revisiting similar parts of the search space. The SAT solver records an explanation for each unit consequence discovered (the clause that caused unit propagation), and on failure uses these explanations to determine a set of mutually incompatible decisions, a nogood which is added as a new clause to the theory of the problem. These nogoods drastically reduce the size of the search space needed to be examined. Another advantage of SAT solvers is that they track which Boolean variables are involved in the most failures (called active variables), and use a powerful autonomous search procedure which concentrates on the variables that are most active. The disadvantages of SAT solvers are the restriction to Boolean variables and the sometime huge models that are required to represent a problem because the only constraints expressible are clauses.
Lazy Clause Generation
Lazy clause generation is a hybrid of finite domain propagation and Boolean satisfiability. The key idea in lazy clause generation is to run a finite domain propagation solver, but to build explanation of the propagations made by the solver by recording them as clauses on a Boolean variable representation of the problem. Hence as the FD search progresses we lazily create a clausal representation of the problem. The hybrid has the advantages of FD solving, but inherits the SAT solvers ability to create nogoods to drastically reduce search, and use activity based search.
Variable Representation
In lazy clause generation each integer variable x ∈ V with the initial domain Not every assignment of Boolean variables is consistent with the integer variable x, for example { x = 3 , x ≤ 2 } (i.e. both Boolean variables are true) requires that x is both 3 and ≤ 2. In order to ensure that assignments represent a consistent set of possibilities for the integer variable x we add to the SAT solver the clauses
Any assignment A on these Boolean variables can be converted to a domain:
, that is, the domain includes all values for x that are consistent with all the Boolean variables related to x. It should be noted that the domain may assign no values to some variable. Note that for brevity A is not a fixpoint of a SAT propagator for DOM (s a ) since we are missing many implied literals such as ¬ s a = 0 , ¬ s a = 8 , ¬ s a ≤ 0 etc. 2
Example 4. Consider Example 1 and assume
D init (s i ) = [ 0 .. 15 ] for i ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}. The assignmentA = {¬ s a ≤ 1 , ¬ s a = 3 , ¬ s a = 4 , s a ≤ 6 , ¬ s b ≤ 2 , s b ≤ 5 , ¬ s c ≤ 4 , s c ≤ 7 , ¬ s e ≤ 3 }
Explaining Propagators
In LCG a propagator is extended from a mapping from domains to domains to a generator of clauses describing propagation. When f (D) = D we assume the propagator f can determine a clause C to explain each domain change. Similarly when f (D) is a false domain the propagator must create a clause C that explains the failure. 
The explaining clauses of the propagation are added to the database of the SAT solver on which unit propagation is performed. Because the clauses will always have the form C → l where C is a conjunction of literals true in the current assignment, and l is a literal not true in the current assignmet, the newly added clause will always cause unit propagation, adding l to the current assignment. The unit propagation on the added clauses C is guaranteed to be as strong as the propagator f on the original domains, i.
where A is the resulting assignment after addition of C and unit propagation (see [24] for the formal results).
Note that a single new propagation may be explainable using different set of clauses. In order to get maximum benefit from the explanation we desire a "strongest" explanation as possible. A set of clauses C 1 is stronger than a set of clauses C 2 if C 2 implies C 1 . In other words, C 1 restricts the search space at least as much as C 2 .
Example 7. Consider explaining the propagation of the start time of the activity c described in Example 3 and Figure 2 (c). The domain change 5 ≤ s c arises from the compulsory parts of activity b and e as well as the fact that activity c cannot start before time 3. An explanation of the propagation is hence 3
We can observe that if 2 ≤ s c then the same domain change 5 ≤ s c follows due to the compulsory parts of activity b and e. Therefore, a stronger explanation is obtained by replacing the literal 3 ≤ s c by 2 ≤ s c .
Moreover, the compulsory parts of the activity b in the ranges [ 3 .
. 3 ] and [ 5 .. 7 ] are not necessary for the domain change. We only require that there is not enough resources at time 4 to schedule task c. Thus the refined explanation can be further strengthened by replacing 3 ≤ s b ∧ s b ≤ 3 by s b ≤ 4 which is enough to force a compusory part of s b at time 4. This leads to the stronger explanation 2
In this example the final explanation corresponds to a pointwise explanation in Schutt et al. [27] . Here, those pointwise explanations are used to explain the timetable propagation. For a full discussion about the best way to explain cumulative propagation see [27] .
Nogood generation
Since all the propagation steps in lazy clause generation have been mapped to unit propagation on clauses, we can perform nogood generation just as in a SAT solver.
The nogood generation is based on an implication graph and the first unique implication point (1UIP). The graph is a directed graph where nodes represent fixed literals and directed edges reasons why a literal became true, and is extended as the search progresses. Each unit propagation marks the literal it makes true with the clause that caused the unit propagation. The true literals are kept in a stack showing the order that they were determined as true by unit consequence or decisions.
For clarity purpose, we do not differentiate between literal and node. A literal is fixed either by a search decision or unit propagation. In the first case the graph is extended only by the literal and in the second case by the literal and incoming edges to that literal from all other literals in the clause on that the unit propagation assigned the true value to the literal. 2
Every node and edge is associated with the search level at which they are added to the graph. Once a conflict encounters a nogood which is the 1UIP in LCG is calculated based on the implication graph. A conflict is recognized when the unit propagation reaches a clause where all literals are false. This clause is the starting point of the analysis and builds a first tentative nogood. Now, literals in the tentative nogood are replaced by the literals from its incoming edges in the reverse order of the graph extension. This process holds on until the tentative nogood includes exactly one literal from the current decision level. The resulting nogood is called 1UIP (first unique implication point), since it corresponds to a cut through the implication graph that has one node in the current decision level. Assume search now sets s a ≤ 0. This sets the literal s a ≤ 0 as true, and unit propagation on the domain clauses will set s a = 0 , s a ≤ 1 , s a ≤ 2 , etc. In the remainder of the example we will ignore propagation of the domain clauses and concentrate on the "interesting propagation". The precedence constraint s c − 6 ≤ s a will force s c ≤ 6 with explanation s a ≤ 0 → s c ≤ 6 . The the precedence constraint s b + 1 ≤ s c will force s b ≤ 5 with explanation s c ≤ 6 → s b ≤ 5 . 
This forces a compulsory part of c at time 6 which causes a resource overload at that time. An explanation of the failure is
The edges are shown in the conflict graph as dashed (for clarity).
The nogood generation process starts from this original explanation. It removes the last literal in the explanation by replacing it by its explanation. Replacing s c ≥ 6 by its explanation creates the new nogood
Since this nogood has only one literal that was made true after the last decision level s e ≤ 5 this is the 1UIP nogood. Rewritten as a clause it is
After discovering a new nogood C the lazy clause generation solver, like a SAT solver, adds the clause C to the theory, and backtracks to the decision level of the second newest literal in nogood C. At this point we are guaranteed that the clause will unit propagate. After unit propagation finishes search proceeds as usual.
Example 10. Continuing Example 9, the solver backtracks to the decision level of the second newest literal (in this case s e ≤ 5) thus undoing the decisions s d ≤ 2 and s b ≤ 2 and their consequences. The newly added nogood unit propagates to force s e ≥ 6 with explanation
Models for RCPSP/max
In this section a basic model for Rcpsp/max instance is presented at first, and then different possible model improvements which are mainly based on activities in disjunction. An Rcpsp/max problem can be represented as follows: A set of activities V = {1, . . . , n} is subjected to generalized precedences in E ⊂ V 2 × Z between two activities, and scarce resources in R. The goal is to find a schedule S = (S i ) i∈V that respects the precedence and resource constraints, and minimizes the project duration (makespan) where S i is the start time of the activity i.
Each activity i has a finite processing time or duration p i and requires (non-negative) r ik units of resource k, k ∈ R for its execution where r ik is the resource requirement or usage of activity i for resource k. A resource k ∈ R has a constant 3 resource capacity R k over the planning period which cannot be exceeded at any point in time. The planning period is given by [0, t max ) where t max is the maximal planning horizon.
Generalized precedences (i, j, d ij ) ∈ E between the activities i and j are subjected to the constraint S i + d ij ≤ S j , i.e. it represents a minimal time lag (j must start at least For the remainder of this section let an Rcpsp/max instance be given with activities V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, generalized precedences E, resources R, and a planning period [0, t max ). Then the basic model can be stated as the following Zinc [20] model. 
This basic model has a number of weaknesses: first the initial domains of the start times are large, second each precedence constraint is modelled as one individual propagator, and finally the SAT solver in LCG has no structural information about activities in disjunction.
A smaller initial domain can be computed by taking into account the precedences in E as described in the next subsection. Individual propagators for precedences may not be so bad for a small number of precedences, but for a larger number of propagators, their queuing behaviour may result in long and costly sequences of propagation steps. A global propagator can efficiently adjust the time-bounds in O(n log n + m) time as described in Feydy et al. [13] , but we did not have access to such a propagator for the experiments. Reified precedence constraints can be used for modelling activities in disjunctions as described later in this section.
Initial Domain
A smaller initial domain can be obtained for the start time variables by applying the Bellman-Ford single source shortest path algorithm [6, 14] 
0 is the source node, and v n+1 is the sink node. The digraph is referred as the activity-on-node network in the literature (e.g. [5, 22] ). If the digraph contains a negative-weight cycle then the Rcpsp/max instance is infeasible. Otherwise the shortest path from the source v 0 to an activity i determines the earliest possible start time for i, i.e. −w(v 0 → i) where w(.) is the length of the path and the shortest path from an activity i to the sink v n+1 the latest possible start time for i in any schedule, i.e. t max + w(i → v n+1 ). The Bellman-Ford algorithm has a runtime complexity of O(|V| × |E|).
These earliest and latest start times can not only used for an initial smaller domain, but also to improve the objective constraints by replacing them with
where tail[i] is the "negative" length −w(i → v n+1 ) of the shortest path from i to v n+1 in the digraph G. Preliminaries experiments confirmed that this modification gave major improvements for solving an instance and generating a first solution, especially on larger instances. Another advantage specific to LCG is that a smaller initial domain also reduces the size of the problem because less Boolean variables are necessary to represent the integer domain in the SAT solver.
Activities in Disjunction
Two activities i and j ∈ V are in disjunction, if they cannot be executed at the same time, i.e. their resource requirement for at least one resource k ∈ R is bigger than the available capacity: r ik + r jk > R k . Activities in disjunction can be exploited in order to reduce the search space.
The simplest way to model two activities i and j in disjunction is by two propositional constraints sharing the same Boolean variable B ij .
If B ij is true then i must end before j starts (denoted by i j), and if B ij is false then j i. The literals B ij and ¬B ij can be directly represented in the SAT solver, consequently B ij represents the relation (structure) between these activities. The propagator of such a propositional constraint can only infer new bounds on left hand side of the implication if the right hand side is false, and on the start times variables if the left hand side is true. For example, the right hand side in the second constraint is false if and only if max D S i − min D S j < p j . In this case the literal ¬B ij must be false and therefore i j. Adding these redundant constraints to the model allows the propagation solver to more quickly determine information about start time variables. The Zinc model of these constraints is The detection which activity runs before the other can be further improved by considering the domains of the start times, and the minimal distances in the activity-onnode-network (see e.g. Dorndorf et al. [11] ).
The Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
Our branch-and-bound algorithms are based on deterministic and conflict-driven branching strategies. We use them solely or in combination as a hybrid where at first the deterministic and then the conflict-driven branching is chosen (cf. Schutt et al. [26] ). After each branch all constraints are propagated until a fixpoint is reached or the inconsistency for the partial schedule or the instance is proven. In the first case a new node is explored and in the second case an unexplored branch is chosen if one exists or backtracking is performed.
Deterministic Branching
The deterministic branching strategy selects an unfixed start time variable S i with the smallest possible start time min D S i . If there is a tie between several variables then the variable with the biggest size, i.e. max D S i − min D S i , is chosen. If there is still a tie then the variable with the lowest index i is selected. The binary branching is as follows: left branch S i ≤ min D S i , and right branch S i > min D S i . We denote this branching strategy by Mslf.
This branching creates a time-oriented branch-and-bound algorithm similar to Dorndorf et al. [11] , but it is simpler and does not involves any dominance rule. Hence, it is weaker than their algorithm.
Conflict-driven Branching
The conflict-driven branching is a binary branching over literals in the SAT solver. In the left branch the literal is set to true and in the right branch to false. As described in Sec. 2.3.1 on page 9 the Boolean variables in the SAT solver represent values in the integer domain of a variable x (e.g. ¬ x ≤ 3 ( x ≤ 10 )) or a disjunction between activities. Hence, it creates a branch-and-bound algorithm that can be considered as a mixture of time oriented and conflict-set oriented.
As branching heuristic the Variable-State-Independent-Decaying-Sum (Vsids) [21] is used which is a part of the SAT solver. In each branch it selects the literal with the highest activity counter where an activity counter is assigned to each literal, and is increased during conflict analysis if the literal is related to the conflict. The analysis results in a nogood which is added to the clause data base. Here, we use the 1UIP as a nogood.
In order to accelerate the solution finding and increase the robustness of the search on hard instances Vsids can be combined with restarts which has been shown beneficial in SAT solving. On restart the set of nogoods and the activity counter has changed, so that the search will explore a very different part of the search tree. In the remainder Vsids with restart is denoted by Restart. Different restart policies can be applied, here a geometric restart on nodes with an initial limit of 250 and a restart factor of 2.0 are used.
Hybrid Branching
At the beginning of each search the activity counters are all initialized with the same value which can result in a poor performance of Vsids at the start of search. In order to avoid this situation at first Mslf can be chosen for branching and then Vsids used after a restart is performed (e.g. after a specific number of explored nodes). This has the advantage that the deterministic search initializes the activity counters with more meaningful values that can be fully exploited by Vsids. Here, we switch the searches after exploration of the first 500 nodes unless otherwise stated. In the remainder we refer to the strategy as Hot Start. Once more, the Vsids search after the first restart can benefit from restart. We denote the hybrid branching approach with restarts by Hot Restart.
Computational Results
We carried out experiments on Rcpsp/max instances available from [2] and accessible from the PSPLib [1]. Our approach is compared to the best known exact and non-exact methods so far on each testset. At the website http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/~pjs/rcpsp detailed results can be obtained.
Our methods are evaluated on the following testsets which were systematically created using the instance generator ProGen/max (Schwindt [28] ):
• CD -1080 instances with 100 activities and 5 resources (cf. Schwindt [30] ).
• UBO -ubo10, ubo20, ubo50, ubo100, and ubo200: each containing 90 instances with 5 resources and 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 activities respectively (cf. Franck et al. [15] ).
• SM -j10, j20, and j30: each containing 270 instances with 5 resources and 10, 20, and 30 activities respectively (cf. Kolisch et al. [18] ).
Note that although the testset SM consists of small instances they are considerably harder than e.g. ubo10 and ubo20. The experiments were run on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E54052 processor with 2 GHz clock running GNU/Linux. The code was written in Mercury using the G12 Constraint Programming Platform and compiled with the Mercury Compiler using grade hlc.gc.trseg. Each run was given a 10 minute runtime limit.
Setup and Table Notations
In order to solve each instance a two-phase process was used. Both phases used the basic model with the two extensions described in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2.
In the first phase a Hot Start search was run to determine a first solution or to prove the infeasibility of the instance. In contrast to the normal Hot Start we give the deterministic search more time to find a first solution and therefore we switch to Vsids only after after 5 × n nodes are explored, where n is the number of activities.
The feasibility runs were set up with the trivial upper bound on the makespan t max = i∈V max(p i , max{d ij | (i, j, d ij ) ∈ E}). The first phase was run until a solution (with makespan U B) was found or infeasibility proved or the time limit reached. In the first phase the the search strategy used should be at both finding feasible solutions and proving infeasibility. Hence, it could be exchanged with methods which might be more suitable than Hot Start.
In the second optimization phase, each feasible instance was set up again this time with t max = UB. The tighter bound is highly beneficial to lazy clause generation since it reduces the number of Boolean variables required to represent the problem. The search for optimality was performed using one of the various search strategies defined in the previous section.
The execution of the two-phased process lead to the following measurements.
rt max : The runtime limit in seconds (for both phases together).
rt avg : The average runtime in seconds (for both phases).
fails:
The average number of fails perfomed in both phases of the search.
feas: The percentage of instances for which a solution was found.
infeas: The percentage of instances for which the infeasibility was proven.
opt: The percentage of instances for which an optimal solution was found and proven.
∆ LB : The average distance from the best known lower bounds of feasible instances given in [2] .
#svd: The number of instances which were proven to be infeasible or optimal.
cmpr(i): Columns with this header give measurements only related to those instances that were solved by each procedure where i is the number of these instances. A note about special entries in the tables. A table entry "-" indicates no related number was available from previously published work. A table entry with two numbers the second in parentheses indicates the procedure was applied several times: the first number is the average over all runs with the second number, in parentheses, is the best number for all runs. A table entry marked " " indicates the situation where a procedure was not able to find a solution for all feasible instances and therefore the corresponding number may not be comparable with the number for other procedures in the same column.
Comparison of the different strategies
In the first experiment we compare all of our search strategies against each other on all testsets. The strategies are compared in terms of rt avg and failures for each test set.
The results are summarized in the Table 1 . Similar to the results for Rcpsp in Schutt et al. [27] all strategies using Vsids are superior to the deterministic methods (Mslf), and similarly competitive. Hot Restart is the most robust strategy, solving the most instances to optimality and having the lowest ∆ LB . Restart is essential to make the search more robust for the conflict-driven strategies, whereas the impact of restart on Mslf is minimal.
In contrast to the results in Schutt et al. [27] for Rcpsp the conflict-driven searches were not uniformly superior to Mslf. The three instances 67, 68, and 154 from j30 were solved to optimality by Mslf and Mslf with restart, but neither Restart and Hot Restart could prove the optimality in the given time limit, whereas Vsids and Hot Start were not even able to find an optimal solution within the time limit. Furthermore, our method could not find a first solution for the ubo200 instances 2, 4, and 70 nor prove the infeasibility for the ubo200 instance 40 within 10 minutes. oriented branch-and-bound procedure (B&B D00 ) from Dorndorf et al. [11] and the evolutionary algorithm Eva from Ballestín et al. [4] . The method B&B D00 performs better on this testset than the methods proposed by De Reyck and Herroelen [10] , Schwindt [29] 4 , and Fest et al. [12] . Moreover, B&B D00 is the best published exact method on this testset so far. The B&B D00 method was implemented in C++ using Ilog Solver and Ilog Scheduler. Their experiments were run on a Pentium Pro/200 PC with NT 4.0 as operating system, thus their results were obtained on a machine approximately ten times slower. We compare our results achieved with a runtime limit of 1 second to their results with a limit of 100 seconds which should be clearly in favour of them. While B&B D00 can prove feasibility and infeasibility of all instances, the first-phase Hot Start search with one second was unable to prove infeasibilty of four infeasible instances or find solutions to two feasible instances. It does prove infeasibility of these four infeasible instances in less than 2.1 seconds and finds a first solution for these two feasible instances in 4.8 seconds and 5.04 seconds respectively. Within one second both our methods Restart and Hot Restart were able to prove the optimality of substantially more instances than B&B D00 . With more time our methods are able to prove optimality of almost all instances in these testsets.
Results on the testset CD
One reason for the first-phase results at one second may simply be that there is a reasonable set up time required for lazy clause generation to generate all the Boolean variables and hence there is not much time left for search. Another reason for the weakness of proving infeasibility is that our model only contains propagators that determine the order of activities in disjunction concerning their domains, but not also their minimal distance in the transitive closure of all precedences. 5 Dorndorf et al. [11] shows that these propagators are crucial for detecting infeasibility. That Hot Start is not so good at finding a first solution is not surprising, since the search is not very problem specific as B&B D00 . In order to overcome these problems one could run at first e.g. B&B D00 to prove infeasibility and generate a first solution, and then apply our methods. The method Eva is the best published local search procedure on this testset. Their results were obtained on a Samsung X15 Plus computer with Pentium M processor with 1400 MHz clock speed. This means that our machine is about 1.46 times faster than their. Their limits are a maximum of 5000 schedules and a stop of the process if within 10 generation the best schedule could not be improved. Our methods generates better schedules within 10 seconds than there approach, visible in the lower ∆ LB of 3.20. Table 3 compares our procedures Restart and Hot Restart with the truncated branch-and-bound methods Fbs F01 , the heuristic Dm F01 , and the genetic algorithm Ga F01 all proposed by Franck et al. [15] on the UBO testset where 81.7% (18.3%) of the instances are feasible (infeasible). In this table we add the column feas + infeas showing the sum of percentage of feas and infeas because the corresponding numbers for Fbs F01 are not available. Their results were obtained on personal computer PII with a 333MHz processor running NT 4.0 as operating system, i.e. our machine is about 6.2 times faster. They imposed a time limit of n seconds, e.g. an instance with 100 activities was given at most 100 seconds. We compare our methods with 10 (100) times lower time limit which should be favorable to the other methods.
Results on testset UBO
Their methods were able to prove the feasibility or infeasibility for all instances (except one instance for the method Fbs F01 ). Indeed Dm F01 is extremely fast requiring just 0.03 seconds on average, but it does not necessarily find very good solutions, as shown by the high ∆ LB .
In contrast our first-phase was not always able to find a first solution or prove infeasibilty with the time limit n/100. No solution was found for 6 instances with 100 activities and the infeasibility was not shown for 11 (1) instances with 100 (50) activities. Once the time limit was extended to n/10 then the first phase was always able to find a solution or prove infeasibility. If we compare ∆ LB achieved with a time limit n/10 (note for a time limit n/100 the data is not comparable, since our methods could not find a solution for all feasible instances) then our methods have a substantially better ∆ LB than their approaches, i.e., our methods are quicker in improving the makespan. Our approaches could prove optimality for a substantial fraction of these problems even with time limit n/100. In the Table 4 we compare our results with the best local search method Eva from Ballestín et al. [4] on the UBO instances with at most 100 activities. Their limits are a maximum of 5000 schedules and a stop of the evolution process after 10 generations if no better schedule could be found. Our methods creates better schedules within 100 seconds than the evolutionary algorithm Eva leading to a smaller lower bound deviation.
The Table 5 presents the results on ubo200 which are compared to the iterative flattening searches Ifs, Ifs-Fr, and Ifs-Mcsr from Oddi and Rasconi [23] . 6 The table contains the extra column ∆ UB that reports the average distance from the best known upper bounds of feasible instances given in [2] . Note Franck et al. [15] also run their methods on ubo200, but the presented results are accumulated with the results on instances with 500 and 1000 activities, so that a comparison is not possible.
Within the given time limit Hot Start was not able to find a solution for the instances 2, 4, and 70 and to prove the infeasibility for the instance 40. In order to compare the results with Oddi and Rasconi we let the first phase of our solution method until a solution was found or infeasibility proven. The runtimes for the instances 2, 4, 40, and 70 were 1030, 1478, 1139, and 3103 seconds respectively. Interestingly, the first solutions obtained by our method for the instances 2, 4, and 70 have a better upper bound by 62, 46, and 37 respectively than the previously best known upper bound recorded in [2] .
Comparing these results on ∆ UB with Oddi and Rasconi clearly our procedures achieve better schedules. Restart and Hot Restart perform comparably. The ubo200 instances clearly show that Hot Start as the search strategy in the first phase can have problems to find a first solution or to prove infeasibility.
In 
Results on testset SM
Finally for the testset SM we compare our approaches Mslf, Restart, and Hot Restart with method B&B S98 from Schwindt [29] 7 , Ises from Cesta et al. [9] , and Swo(br) from Smith and Pyle [31] . The method B&B S98 [29] is a branch-and-bound algorithm that resolves resource conflicts by adding precedences between activities and has been run on a Pentium 200 with a 100 seconds time limit. Ises [9] is a heuristic that also adds precedences between activities in order to resolve/avoid resource conflicts, uses restarts and has been run on a SUN UltraSparc 30 (266 MHz) with the same time limit. The method Swo(br) [31] is a squeaky wheel optimisation. Their methods is divided into two stages: schedule generation and prioritisation where the schedule is created by a heuristic with priority scheme and the latter changes the priorities on variables depending on how "well" it is handled in the former stage. Their benchmarks were performed on a 1700 Mhz Pentium 4. Note that Ises and Swo(br) are not exact methods, i.e. they cannot prove infeasibility unless the precedence graph contains a positive weight cycle, and optimality is only proven if the makespan of the solution found equals the known lower bound. Table 6 presents the results for the 270 instances from SM with 30 activities. From these instances 185, i.e. 68.5% are feasible and 85, i.e. 31.5% infeasible. All our approaches could prove feasibility and infeasibility of all instances within one second whereas B&B S98 could not find a solution for a few feasible instances. Moreover, our methods could prove optimality significantly more often than the exact method B&B S98 (and clearly also the incomplete methods). All our methods were able to find on average better solution in one seconds than these approaches as indicated by a lower ∆ LB . For these harder benchmarks our methods clearly outperform the competition. One reason could be that constraint propagation over the cumulative constraint has a greater benefit than on other testsets because here more activities can be run simultaneously. 
Conclusion
In this paper we minimize the project duration of Rcpsp/max using a generic constraint programming solver that includes nogood learning facilities and conflict-driven search. Experiments on three well-established benchmark suites show that our solver is able to find better solutions quicker than competing approaches, and prove optimality for many more instances than competing approaches.
We use a two-phase process. In the first phase a solution is generated or infeasibility is proven and in the second phase a branch-and-bound algorithm is used for optimization where the problem is set up with an upper bound on the project duration found from the first solution. In contrast to some previous approaches we use individual propagators for precedence constraints instead of propagators taking all precedences into account at once. This yields not only to weaker propagation, but also slower detection of infeasibility, in particular for instances with a large number of precedences like for instances with 100 activities or more from the testset UBO. Hence our generic search used in the first phase is sometimes slower in finding a first solution than other problem-specific approaches in the literature. However, the first-phase generic search could be replaced by one of these methods.
Overall, our method could close 573 open problems and improve a further 51 upper bounds on the project duration from the 58 remaining open problems, according to the best known results given in [2] . We note though that the methods from Ballestín et al. [4] , and Oddi and Rasconi [23] may have found better upper bounds than are recorded in [2] on some problems, but we could not find any record of this. Note that our method is highly robust: our method proves the best known optimal for each already closed instance in every testset. Furthermore, for every open instance in every testset we either close the instance or improve the upper bounds, except for 7 instances (and here we regenerate the best known upper bound for 4 of them).
A. Closed instances
In the Tables 7-15 all 573 previously open instances (regarding to the reported results in [2] ) are listed that had been closed by one of our methods. For each instance following parameters are given the instance number (Inst), the previously best known upper bound (Best UB) on the makespan, the proved optimal makespan (Optimal) and the lowest runtime (Best rt) of our methods which could solve the instance till optimality. Optimal makespan are written in italic if the makespan is lower than the previously best known upper bound. Note that some of these instances were presumably closed by other methods, but we can find no record of either the instance number or the optimal value. 
B. Instances with new better upper bound
In the Table 16 all 51 instances are listed for which our methods could find a new upper bound on the makespan, but could not prove the optimality or find a optimal solution. For each instance following parameters are given the class of the instance (Class), the instance number (Inst), the previously best known upper bound (Best UB) on the makespan (regarding to the reported results in [2] ), the new best upper bound (New UB), and the lowest runtime (Best rt) of our methods to find a schedule with the new best upper bound. 
